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Abstract: Continuous commutation failures (CFs) are serious malfunctions in line-commutated
converter high-voltage direct current (HVDC) systems that cause the continuous and rapid sag of
transmitted power and may threaten the stability of AC systems. The conventional emergency control
strategies of AC systems exhibit difficulty in responding quickly and accurately. After suffering from
continuous CFs, the forced blocking of direct current (DC) converter to prevent AC system instability
might also cause other adverse effects. This study proposes a ride-through control method to improve
the endurance capability of AC systems against continuous CFs. An active power output model of
inverter station under continuous CFs is built, while considering the process and mechanism of CFs.
The impact of continuous DC power sag on the stability of sending-end system is analyzed through a
four-area AC/DC equivalent model. A rolling calculation model for the power angle and acceleration
area variations of the sending-end system during continuous CFs is established on the basis of model
predictive control theory. A calculation method for the emergency power control reference is obtained
by using the aforementioned models. Lastly, a ride-through control method for continuous CFs is
developed by utilizing the emergency control of adjacent HVDC link. Simulation results show that
the proposed control method can improve the endurance capability of an AC system to continuous
CFs and reduce blocking risk in an HVDC link.

Keywords: High voltage direct current (HVDC); continuous commutation failures; DC blocking;
emergency power support; stability

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of large-capacity high-voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission
technology and the accelerating construction of HVDC projects, hybrid AC/DC power grids are rapidly
developing [1,2]. For a large-scale asynchronous grid interconnected by DC systems, the dynamic
response of a DC system exerts an increasingly significant impact on an AC grid due to the increased
level of DC power transmission capacity. Commutation failure (CF) is a frequent dynamic event in an
HVDC system that is generally caused by a disturbance in an AC grid. During CF, the transmitted
power of a DC system is considerably reduced, which will affect the stability margin of an AC grid and
seriously threaten the safe operation of a power system [3–5].

In recent years, the impact of HVDC CF on the safety and stability of an AC power grid has
elicited increasing attention [6–12]. The influence mechanism of CF on the stability of a sending-end
AC grid was investigated in [6]. To overcome the instability problem caused by CF, control measures,
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such as setting a delay time when reclosing a device or implementing generator tripping from the
sending-end grid, were proposed in [7,8] to improve the stability of an AC grid. In [9], a scheme
for solving the problem of simultaneous and multiple HVDC CFs was proposed, and field tests
verified that the system can satisfy power grid stability control requirements. The recovery time of
generators after tripping was generally tens of minutes; however, the duration of a single CF only
lasted 160–200 ms [10]. When the commutation process of a DC system returns to normal, the low
power recovery rate will result in continuous power imbalance in an AC grid. In consideration of the
fast power control capability of a DC system [11], a DC power compensation modulation method that
is implemented after CF recovery was proposed in [12]; this method can reduce tripped generator
capacity in a sending-end system. The aforementioned studies focused on control methods that can
address the impact of a single CF.

If a receiving-end system is weak or if grid fault lasts for a long time, then continuous CFs may
occur in an HVDC system. A power sag caused by continuous CFs has a short duration and a large
amplitude. Thus, quantifying power variations during continuous CFs is difficult, and emergency
control strategies for continuous CFs lack an effective quantitative control method. To avoid AC system
instability during continuous CFs, converter stations are forcibly blocked once CF frequency reaches a
certain number of times. For example, in practical HVDC systems in East China, HVDC converter
stations are blocked once continuous CFs are detected thrice [13]. However, if a DC system can recover
after several continuous CFs, then its forced blocking may lead to large-scale generator tripping, load
shedding, and long-term recovery. If the stability of an AC system can be guaranteed by an emergency
control strategy during continuous CFs, then the risk of DC blocking caused by continuous CFs can
be reduced. Once the commutation process returns to normal, a system can recover quickly and ride
through continuous CFs.

In a multi-paralleled DC system scenario, the risk of CF varies with different locations and a
DC system without CF provides an important means of emergency power control for an AC system.
Accordingly, a ride-through control method for continuous CFs in an HVDC system based on model
predictive control (MPC) theory is presented in the current study. First, an active power output model
of a DC inverter under continuous CFs is established by analyzing the CF process. Then, the impact of
a transmitted power sag on the stability of a sending-end system during continuous CFs is determined.
Subsequently, a rolling calculation model of the equivalent rotor angle and acceleration area variation
of a sending-end system during DC continuous CFs is established in accordance with MPC theory.
The calculation method for the emergency power control reference is then obtained by considering
the aforementioned models. Finally, a ride-through control method for continuous CFs is developed
through the emergency control of adjacent HVDC, case studies are performed in MATLAB/SIMULINK
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control method.

2. Analysis of Power Characteristics during DC Continuous CFs

Commutation failure is a frequent dynamic event in the LCC-HVDC system. CF is considered to
occur when a thyristor valve that is supposed to be turned off, continues to conduct current without
transferring it to the next valve in the firing sequence [14]. CF occurs in a rectifier only if the firing
circuit fails.

For a six-pulse inverter, valves 1 to 6 are turned on in sequence at a normal interval of 60◦.
When CF occurs, CF from valves 1 to 3 is used as an example. If the voltage drop occurs before
the triggering moment of the valve 3, the valve 1 is not extinguished normally, current in valve 3
will decrease to zero and the valve will extinguish. When valve 4 fires next, because valve 1 is still
conducting, a short circuit is placed across the DC side of the bridge. The zero DC voltage keeps the
voltage across valve 5 negative so that valve 5 cannot conduct. Valve 4 is extinguished and valve 6 is
ignited in the normal fashion [15]. For the period when valves 1 and 4 are both conducting, the inverter
DC voltage is zero and the corresponding electrical angle is 120◦ + µ, where, µ is the overlap angle.
The reduction of the extinction angle and the increase in DC current during grid fault will trigger the
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extinction angle controller and the voltage-dependent current order limiter (VDCOL). If CF is within
the range of DC regulation, then the CF process returns to normal; otherwise, continuous CFs occur.

In accordance with the DC converter station control equation, the DC voltage and transmitted
active power at the inverter side can be expressed as follows:

Ud = Nc

(
1.35UB cosγ−

3
π

XcId

)
(1)

Pd = Nc

(
1.35UB cosγ−

3
π

XcId

)
Id (2)

where Nc is the number of six-pulse thyristor bridge converter at inverter side, UB is the RMS voltage
of AC system on the inverter side, Id is the DC current, γ is the extinction angle of inverter, Xc is
commutating reactance, Ud is the DC voltage at inverter side, Pd is the transmitted active power by
inverter station.

During AC voltage sag, the DC current reference value of line-commutated converter HVDC is
determined by the VDCOL control characteristic:

I′d =


Idl , Ud ≤ Udl

Idh−Idl
Udh−Udl

Ud +
UdhIdl−UdlIdh

Udh−Udl
, Udl < Ud ≤ Udh

Idh , Udh ≤ Ud < Urated

(3)

where Idl and Idh are the minimum and maximum DC current reference value, respectively; Udl and
Udh are the DC voltage thresholds value, Urated is the rated DC voltage.

Continuous CFs typically occur during the recovery process, and the maximum transmitted
power during CF recovery is determined by the magnitude of AC fault voltage reduction and DC
current. In accordance with (1), when the extinction angle γ = 0, the maximum transmitted active
power can be obtained by

Pd1 = Nc

(
1.35U′B −

3
π

XcI′d
)
I′d (4)

where U′B is RMS voltage at the AC side of the inverter station at the initial time of grid fault, Pd1 is
maximum transmitted active power during grid fault.

Given that the period of the CF recovery process is short and the power variation rate is high,
the power recovery process can be approximated as linear. Accordingly, the variation in transmitted
power by a DC inverter station under continuous CFs is shown in Figure 1, where, Pd0 is the transmitted
active power by inverter station under steady state conditions. The transmitted power sag duration
∆T caused by CF is affected by the control parameters of the rectifier and inverter station, which
are generally 160–200 ms [16]. The duration of the zero transmitted power ∆T1 is generally 10 ms
based on the period when DC voltage is zero during CF. When continuous CFs occur, the amplitude
of the AC voltage reduction will be greater, the transmitted power recovery peak value Pd1 will be
smaller, and CF recovery time will be shorter. When the commutation process returns to normal,
DC transmitted power will be restored to the steady-state value Pd0.

During continuous CFs, the transmitted active power of a DC inverter can be expressed as:

Pd =



Pd0 t ∈ [0, t1)

0 , t ∈ [t1, t1 + j∆T1 + ( j− 1)∆T2)

Pd1(t−t1− j∆T1−( j−1)∆T2)
∆T2

, t ∈ [t1 + j∆T1 + ( j− 1)∆T2, t1 + j∆T1 + j∆T2)( j < N)

Pd0(t−t1− j∆T1−( j−1)∆T2)
∆T2

, t ∈ [t1 + j∆T1 + ( j− 1)∆T2, t1 + j∆T1 + j∆T2)( j = N)

Pd0 , t ∈ [t1 + N∆T1 + N∆T2,∞)

(5)
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where t1 is the time of first CF occurs, and j is the frequency of continuous CFs, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N.
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where t1 is the time of first CF occurs, and j is the frequency of continuous CFs, j = 1, 2, 3, …, N. 
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Figure 1. Transmitted power of DC inverter under continuous commutation failures (CFs).

3. Effect of Continuous CFs on Sending-end Grid

Figure 2 shows a schematic of a four-area AC/DC interconnected equivalent model. Under
steady-state operation, the sending-end and receiving-end grids are connected by two DC links. x1 and
x2 are the equivalent reactance of generators G1 and G2, respectively; x12 is the tie line reactance
between bus B1 and bus B2; Es1 ∠ δs1 and Es2 ∠ δs2 are the internal potential and rotor angle of equivalent
generators G1 and G2, respectively; U1 and U2 are the voltage amplitude at bus B1 and B2, respectively;
θ1 and θ2 are the phase angle at bus B1 and B2, respectively; PG1 and PG2 are the output mechanical
power of the equivalent generators, respectively; PL1 and PL2 are the load power represented by L1 and
L2, respectively; P12 is the transmitted power from bus B1 to bus B2; PDC1 and PDC2 are the transmitted
power by DC1 and DC2 inverter station, respectively.Energies 2019, 12, x 5 of 17 
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where TJ1 and TJ2 are the inertia time constants of equivalent generator, respectively. 0ω  is the rated 
angular velocity, PDC is the sum of the active power transmitted by all DC links. 
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Figure 2. Equivalent model of AC/DC interconnected system.

The rotor motion equation of the equivalent generators G1 and G2 can be expressed by [17]
TJ1
ω0

d2δs1
dt2 = PG1 − PDC − PL1 −

U1U2 sin(θ1−θ2)
x12

TJ2
ω0

d2δs2
dt2 = PG2 − PL2 +

U1U2 sin(θ1−θ2)
x12

(6)

where TJ1 and TJ2 are the inertia time constants of equivalent generator, respectively. ω0 is the rated
angular velocity, PDC is the sum of the active power transmitted by all DC links.
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Assume that the interconnection between areas 1 and 2 is weak, then the reactance of tie line
x12 is considerably larger than equivalent generator reactance. Then, θ1 ≈ δs1 and θ2 ≈ δs2 can
be approximated.

By subtracting the two formulas in (6), the equivalent single machine rotor motion equation can
be given by

dδ2

dt2 = Pm − Pemax sin δ (7)

where δ is the rotor angle deviations between G1 and G2, δ = δs1 − δs2.
The equivalent mechanical power Pm can be obtained as

Pm =

(
PG1

M1
−

PG2

M2

)
−

(
PL1

M1
−

PL2

M2

)
−

PDC
M1

(8)

The peak value of equivalent electromagnetic power Pemax can be obtained as

Pemax =

(
1

M1
+

1
M2

)
U1U2

x12
(9)

where M1 = TJ1/ω0, M2 = TJ2/ω0.
Assume that j times continuous CFs are caused by a short circuit fault at bus B3. Then, the voltage

magnitude at bus B4 is less affected and DC2 can continue operating in normal state. In accordance
with (7–9), the power characteristic curve during the continuous CFs of DC1 is illustrated in Figure 3.
Where, Aa and Ad are acceleration area and deceleration area caused by continuous CFs.Energies 2019, 12, x 6 of 17 
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Before CF occurs, the steady-state operating point is a and its corresponding rotor angle is δ1.
As shown in (7–9), continuous CFs cause a continuous sag of the power transmitted by DC1, thereby
increasing the equivalent mechanical power Pm to P′m. During the period when the equivalent
mechanical power is greater than the electromagnetic power, the rotor accelerates and the rotor angle δ
is gradually increased. Consequently, the operating point moves along the power curve from point
a to point m, and the corresponding acceleration area is Aabcm. During CF recovery, the equivalent
electromagnetic power becomes gradually higher than the equivalent mechanical power, and the
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rotor starts to decelerate. However, the rotor angle δ will continue increasing to point f, and the
corresponding deceleration area is Amnf.

Similarly, the rotor angle δ in the j-th CF process will gradually increase during the period when
the equivalent mechanical power Pm is higher than the equivalent electromagnetic power due to
the transmitted power sag. The operating point f moves along the power curve to point p, and the
acceleration area is Afghp. After the time of point p, the equivalent mechanical power is less than the
electromagnetic power. The rotor speed decelerates, but the rotor angle continues to increase gradually.
The operating point continues to move along the electromagnetic power curve from point p until
the deceleration area becomes equal to the acceleration area. Thereafter, the rotor angle reaches its
maximum value and starts to decrease gradually.

If the deceleration area Apqe remains smaller than the cumulative acceleration area when the
operating point moves to point e, then the sending-end system will lose stability. The requirement
for maintaining the stability of the sending-end grid during continuous CFs is that the cumulative
acceleration area should be smaller than the deceleration area; that is,

Aabcm + A f ghp < Apqe (10)

4. Emergency Power Support Control for System Transient Stability

4.1. Control Principle

Given the constant variation in equivalent mechanical power during continuous CFs, an accurate
calculation of the rotor angle and the acceleration area is difficult. Therefore, the equivalent mechanical
power and electromagnetic power curve are piecewise linearized following a certain step size, and the
power angle and acceleration area variations of the sending-end system can be obtained point-by-point.
When CF is detected, the emergency power control reference is obtained on the basis of the relative
magnitudes of the acceleration area and deceleration area. According to the model predictive control
theory [18], the feedback correction calculation of the rotor angle and acceleration area variations
of the sending-end system considering the emergency power control is performed. Subsequently, a
closed loop rolling control process is achieved. When the next CF is detected, the maximum rotor
angle variation of the sending-end system obtained in the first CF process is set as the initial rotor
angle for the next CF, and the deceleration area is corrected. The amount of emergency power control
can be calculated to ensure the stability of the sending-end system. Therefore, the DC system that
occurs during continuous CFs should not be forced blocked immediately, and DC blocking risk due to
continuous CFs is reduced. The basic principle of the proposed emergency power control is illustrated
in Figure 4.
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4.2. Calculation of Emergency Power Control Reference

The emergency power control reference can be obtained as follows.
Step 1: Following (6–8), the rotor angle δ1 that corresponds to the steady-state operating point a

and the rotor angle δe that corresponds to the stability critical point e can be obtained. When the first
CF signal is detected, the number of continuous CFs j is set as 1. The variation process of the equivalent
mechanical power and the electromagnetic power caused by one CF is divided into n cycles for piecewise
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linearization in steps of ∆t, where ∆t is set as 10 ms. Thus, the sampled horizon is [t1, t2, t3, · · · , tn],
where t1 is the time when the first CF is detected, and n = ∆T/∆t, tn = t1 + (n− 1)∆t. P′mi and
Pemax sin δi are the equivalent mechanical power and the electromagnetic power that correspond to
sampling point i, respectively.

Let i = 1. By integrating the formula (7) for rotor motion, the analytical expression of δi+1 can be
given by

δi+1 =
1
2
(P′mi − Pemax sin δi)∆t2 + δi (11)

In accordance with (11), the sequence of the equivalent rotor angle of the sending-end system that
corresponds to each sample point in the process of the first CF can be obtained as [δ1, δ2, · · · , δm, · · · , δn],
where δm represents the maximum rotor angle value during the acceleration process.

Step 2: The estimated acceleration area for the j-th CF can be given by

Aa_ j =
m−1∑
i=1

∫ δi+1

δi

(P′mi − Pemax sin δ)dδ (12)

The deceleration area Ad in the interval (δn, δe) can be obtained as

Ad =

∫ δe

δn

(Pemax sin δ− Pm)dδ (13)

Step 3: In the calculation of the deceleration area in equation (13), the deceleration area Amnf in
each recovery process of CF is neglected. Therefore, a certain stability margin can be guaranteed with
the emergency control reference obtained by directly comparing the acceleration area with deceleration
area. If Aa_j ≤ Ad, then the emergency power control reference is set as zero, Pem_j = 0. If Aa_j > Ad,
then the emergency power control reference Pem_j is obtained by comparing the relative magnitudes of
Aa_j and Ad.

As shown in Figure 3, the unstable points before and after the emergency power control is
implemented are assumed to be e and e′, respectively. The electromagnetic power variation in this
interval can be approximated by a straight-line es. The intersection of the electromagnetic power and
the mechanical power is point e, and the tangential slope of the electromagnetic power curve at point e
is k; thus,

k =
Pem_ j

δe − δe′
(14)

To achieve the acceleration area, the deceleration area that should be increased under emergency
power control is

∆Ad_ j = Aa_ j −Ad ≈
1
2
(δe + δe′ − 2δ1)Pem_ j (15)

When (14) and (15) are combined, the rotor angle value δe′ at point e′ and the emergency power
control reference Pem_j can be obtained. Pem_j can be calculated as

Pem_ j =
√
−2k

(
Aa_ j −Ad

)
+ k2(δe − δ1)

2 + k(δe − δ1) (16)

Step 4: If the maximum emergency power support capacity ∆PDC_max of DC2 is equal to or higher
than Pem_j, then Pem_j is selected as the DC emergency control reference. Otherwise, if ∆PDC_max is less
than Pem_j, then the maximum DC emergency control capacity is applied. The selective tripping of
generating units should also be used to satisfy the stability control requirement, and the minimum
generator tripping capacity is ∆Pcomp = Pem_ j − ∆PDC_max.

Step 5: In accordance with (11) and considering the obtained emergency power control reference
Pem_j, the rotor angle variation sequence of the j-th CF period is corrected as [δ1, δ′2, · · · , δ′m, · · · , δ′n].
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Considering the emergency power control, the acceleration area A′a_ j is given as

A′a_ j =
m−1∑
i=1

∫ δ′i+1

δ′i

(
P′mi − Pem_ j − Pemax sin δ

)
dδ (17)

Step 6: If no continuous CF is detected, then the emergency power control will exit; otherwise,
if continuous CFs are detected, then let j = j + 1 and set the maximum rotor angle variation calculated in
the (j − 1)-th CF process as the initial rotor angle of j-th CF. Equation (18) indicates that the equivalent
rotor angle variation of the sending-end system that corresponds to each sampling point during the
j-th CF can be calculated as [δ1, δ2, · · · , δm, · · · , δn].

δi+1 =
1
2

(
P′mi − Pem_ j−1 − Pemax sin δi

)
∆t2 + δi (18)

Therefore, the acceleration area for the j-th CF can be given by

Aa_ j =
m−1∑
i=1

∫ δi+1

δi

(
P′mi − Pem_ j−1 − Pemax sin δi

)
dδ (19)

The accumulated acceleration area produced by continuous CFs is

Aa = Aa_ j +

j−1∑
j=1

A′a_ j (20)

The deceleration area Ad_j in the interval (δn, δe′) can be obtained as:

Ad_ j =

∫ δe′

δn

(
Pemax sin δ− Pm − Pem_ j−1

)
dδ (21)

Step 7: By combining the acceleration and deceleration areas after the j-th CF, the additional
emergency power control reference Pem_j can be calculated using (16). Thus, the emergency power
control reference when the j-th CF occurs can be obtained by

Pem = Pem_ j +

j−1∑
j=1

Pem_ j (22)

In accordance with the obtained emergency power control reference, return to Step 5 for the
correct calculation of the rotor angle variation and the acceleration area.

If no continuous CFs are detected, then the emergency power control will exit; otherwise,
Steps (6–7) will be repeatedly executed. If δn ≥ δe′ , then the stability margin of the sending-end
system is low, the DC converter should be actively blocked, and the stability control strategy should be
adopted. On the basis of the aforementioned emergency power control strategy during continuous
CFs, the stability of the first swing of the sending-end grid can be improved to the greatest extent,
and the amount of generator tripping can be reduced. Furthermore, the risk of converter blocking
due to the first swing angle instability of the sending-end grid during continuous CFs can be reduced.
If the continuous CF process can return to normal, then the system can immediately recover to
normal operation.

When continuous CFs occurs in one of DC links, the flowchart of DC emergency power control
is shown in Figure 5. During continuous CFs, the emergency power support control of an adjacent
non-CF DC system can reduce the equivalent mechanical power variation and improve the first swing
transient stability of the sending-end system; however, the HVDC emergency control should exit on
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time to avoid the adverse effects on the reverse swing stability [19,20]. Considering that the first swing
instability mode after the disturbance generally occurs approximately 1.5 s after the fault [21], the exit
time of the DC emergency power control is set as 1.5 s after the fault. In addition, considering the time
delay of CF detection and AC voltage acquisition, the implementation time of the proposed control
method will slightly lag behind the actual occurrence time of CF. However, the control method is a
continuous dynamic adjustment process. The time delay due to signal acquisition and transmission
does not affect the regulation trend of the emergency control.Energies 2019, 12, x 10 of 17 
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5. Simulation Analysis

To validate the performance of the proposed control method, case studies on the AC/DC
interconnection system (Figure 2) are conducted using MATLAB/Simulink. The system parameters are
as follows. The system base capacity is 100 MW, the rated frequency is 50 Hz, and the RMS voltage
of AC grid is 230 kV. Four synchronous generators are found in G1. Two of the generators have an
output power of 10.0 p.u., capacity of the other two generators are 2.0 p.u. and 4.0 p.u., respectively.
G2 contains a synchronous generator with an output power of 10.0 p.u. The inertia time constants
of each generator in sending-end grids are 3.2 s. The receiving-end grids S3 and S4 are modeled
with the voltage sources and series impedance for the sake of simplicity, and the short circuit ratio
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(SCR) of receiving-end grid is 2.5, respectively. Load capacity of L1 and L2 are 2.2 p.u. and 13.8 p.u.,
respectively. Each DC link adopts 12-pulse converter and DC rated transmitted power is 10.0 p.u.,
respectively. The rectifier side adopts the constant current control, while the inverter side adopts the
constant extinction angle control and constant current control. The reactance x12 of tie-line between
bus B1 and B2 is 87 Ω. The parameters of VDCOL are Idl and Idh are 0.5 p.u. and 1.0 p.u., respectively;
Udl and Udh are 0.5 p.u. and 0.9 p.u., respectively. The maximum recovery period of single CF is 160 ms.
The DC emergency power control reference ∆PDC_max is limited to 1.2 times of the rated active power
to avoid the considerable effect of the DC emergency power control on the voltage magnitude at the
AC grid. That is, the maximum emergency power control amount of the DC converter is 12.0 p.u.

A three-phase short circuit occurs at bus B3 at 15 s and is cleared 0.4 s later. The RMS voltage of
bus B3 is reduced to 0.94 p.u., and the short-circuit fault causes continuous CFs at the DC1 inverter
station. Figure 6 presents the simulated output power and extinction angle of the DC1 inverter station.
As shown in the figure, three continuous CFs at the DC1 inverter are caused by the short-circuit
fault and lead to the continuous DC-transmitted power sag. The maximum recovery power during
continuous CF Pdc1 = 9.7 p.u. can be calculated using (4). The red dotted line in Figure 6a represents
the output power of the inverter calculated using (5), which is basically consistent with the simulated
power waveform.
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Figure 7 shows the transmitted power and extinction angle of the DC2 inverter station. Under the
influence of the continuous CFs of DC1, the delivered active power and extinction angle of the DC2

inverter output fluctuate slightly, and power fluctuation is approximately 5% of the rated transmitted
power. The extinction angle does not decrease considerably, and no CF occurs at the DC2 inverter.
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The variation in rotor angle difference between G1 and G2 is depicted in Figure 8. The continuous
DC power sag causes the first swing angle instability in the sending-end system. Given that three
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occurrences of continuous CFs will result in the instability of the sending-end system, DC should be
blocked before the third CF occurrence and a corresponding generator tripping strategy should be
adopted to ensure the stability of the sending-end system.Energies 2019, 12, x 12 of 17 
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5.1. Simulation Comparison under Different Control Methods

Different emergency power control methods are adopted for comparison to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed control method. The DC power energy compensation modulation method adopted
in [12] is selected as the conventional control method (Case 1). The emergency control reference is
calculated and implemented at the end of the continuous CFs. The power control reference of DC2

is 12.0 p.u. based on the control method, and the auxiliary generator tripping of 4.0 p.u. should be
implemented in Area 1. In accordance with the emergency power control method (Case 2) proposed in
Section 4, the exit time of the DC emergency power control is set as 1.5 s after the fault. Figure 9 shows
the variation in delivered power of the DC2 inverter and the equivalent rotor angle under different
control methods.
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The simulation results presented in Figure 9 indicate that if the emergency power control is
implemented after the continuous CFs, then the rotor angle of the sending-end grid will lose stability.
The acceleration and deceleration areas are calculated in real time on the basis of the proposed
calculation method of the emergency control reference. The emergency power control is started
once the second CF is detected, and the DC power control reference is adjusted to 12.0 p.u. to
ensure the stability of the first swing of the sending-end system. Once the commutation process
returns to normal, the system can immediately recover to normal operation. Compared with the
conventional control method, the proposed emergency power control can be enabled in advance,
and thus, the system stability margin can avoid insufficiency due to an excessive power angle change
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at the end of continuous CFs. Figure 10 shows the transmission power and extinction angle of DC1

under the proposed emergency power control. It can be seen that the proposed emergency control
does not affect the operating characteristics of DC1.
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5.2. Simulation Comparison under Different Capacity Ratios

In order to verify the adaptability of the proposed control method under different DC capacity
ratios, the transmitted capacity of DC1 is adjusted to 6.0 p.u. and generator capacity in Area 1 should
be correspondingly reduced 4.0 p.u. Similarly, a three-phase short circuit occurs at bus B3 at 15 s and is
cleared 0.4 s later. Three continuous CFs of DC1 are produced by this short-circuit fault. Figure 11 shows
the variation in output power of the DC2 inverter and the equivalent rotor angle under different control
methods with varying DC capacity ratios. Figure 12 shows the transmission power and extinction
angle of DC1 under the proposed emergency power control. As shown in Figure 11, the continuous
sag of DC power causes the instability of first swing in the sending-end system. The instability of the
sending-end gird can be avoided using both control methods. In particular, the conventional control
method improves the DC2 control reference to 12.0 p.u. and the 2.0 p.u. generator will be tripped in
Area 1. Using the proposed control method, the emergency power control of DC2 can be enabled at the
initiation time of the third CF, and the emergency power control reference of DC2 is approximately
12.0 p.u., which ensures the stability of the sending-end grid. Compared with the conventional control
method, the proposed control method can reduce generator tripping capacity at the sending-end grid.
The simulation results show that the threshold time and control reference of the proposed emergency
power control depend not only on the times of CFs, but also on the transmission capacity of DC system
where continuous CFs occur.
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5.3. Influence of Reactive Power Variation on the Control Effect

Large sag of the active power transmitted by the DC system during continuous CFs is the key
factor that cause the transient angle instability of the sending-end grid. However, a large variation in
transmission power will also affect the reactive power characteristics at AC side of rectifier station.
The influence of reactive power during CF on the sending-end AC system is mainly reflected in
the transient overvoltage resulted by reactive power surplus of rectifier station [22]. The transient
overvoltage at the rectifier side will increase the equivalent electromagnetic power peak of the
sending-end gird to a certain extent, which causes the decrease of acceleration area and the increase of
deceleration area during continuous CFs. Thus, by ignoring the influence of reactive power surplus in
the proposed emergency control reference calculation method, the stability margin at the sending-end
grid can be increased.

In order to verify the influence of reactive power surplus during continuous CFs on the proposed
control, on the basis of the proposed control method, the reactive power compensation of 80 Mvar
is inputted and removed during continuous CFs, respectively. Different power angle variation at
sending-end grid can be obtained as shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that the minimum peak value of
rotor angle during the first swing is achieved under the case of inputted reactive power compensation.
Considering that the simulation results in Figures 9 and 11, actually, are obtained under the influence
of reactive power variation. Therefore, ignoring the influence of reactive power during continuous
CFs in the calculation method can increase the stability margin of the sending-end grid, which will
improve the control effect of proposed control method.
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6. Conclusions

In large-scale HVDC asynchronous interconnected power systems, continuous CFs will result in
the continuous and rapid sag of DC transmission power and threaten the stability of grid. This paper
presented a ride-through control method to improve the endurance capability of AC systems against
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continuous CFs To quantify the influence of continuous CFs on the stability of the sending-end grid,
an active output model of a DC inverter station during continuous CFs is established. In order to
improve the ride through capacity during the continuous commutation failures, a rolling calculation
model of the rotor angle and acceleration area of the sending-end grid during continuous CFs is
established in accordance with MPC theory. On this basis, a calculation method for the emergency
power control reference value is obtained. Simulation results have demonstrated this control method
can improve the endurance capability of AC systems against continuous CFs, reduce the blocking risk
of the DC converter during continuous CFs, and ride through continuous CFs.
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Nomenclature

Ud DC voltage at inverter side
Id DC current
Nc Number of six-pulse thyristor bridge converter at inverter side
UB RMS voltage of AC system on the inverter side
γ Extinction angle of inverter
Xc Commutating reactance.
Idl, Idh The minimum and maximum DC current reference value
Udl, Udh DC voltage thresholds value
Urated Rated DC voltage
Pd Transmitted active power of DC inverter
Pd0 Transmitted active power of DC inverter under steady state conditions
Pd1 Maximum transmitted active power during grid fault
U′B RMS voltage at the AC side of inverter station at the initial time of grid fault
∆T Duration of transmitted power sag caused by CF
t1 Time of first CF occurs
j Frequency of continuous CFs
PDC Sum of the active power transmitted by all DC links
x1, x2 Equivalent reactance of generators G1 and G2
x12 Tie line reactance between bus B1 and bus B2
Es1 ∠ δs1, Es2 ∠ δs2 Internal potential and rotor angle of equivalent generators G1 and G2
U1, U2 Voltage amplitude at bus B1 and B2
θ1, θ2 Phase angle at bus B1 and B2
PG1, PG2 Output mechanical power of the equivalent generators
PL1, PL2 Load power represented by L1 and L2
Pm Equivalent mechanical power
Pemax Peak value of equivalent electromagnetic power
Pem_j Emergency power control reference during j-th CF
∆PDC_max Maximum emergency power support capacity of DC system
∆Pcomp Minimum generator tripping capacity
P12 Transmitted power from bus B1 to bus B2
PDC1, PDC2 Transmitted power by DC1 and DC2 inverter station
Aa, Ad Acceleration area and deceleration area
TJ1, TJ2 Inertia time constants of equivalent generator
ω0 Rated angular velocity
PDC Sum of the active power transmitted by all DC links
δ Rotor angle deviations between G1 and G2
∆t Step of piecewise linearization
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